
A versatile search mirror kit for 
security, drug and contraband 
searches
The capability to conduct effective visual 
searches is essential in many areas of law 
enforcement, including contraband search 
by Customs Service and Corrections officers, 
security searches by Law Enforcement 
officers and close area search by Bomb 
Technicians during EOD/IEDD tasks.

Allen-Vanguard visual search equipment is standard issue to 
numerous government agencies, law enforcement and military units 
world-wide and provides users with a field-proven and versatile 
search capability.

TSK1/00 
TELESCOPIC MIRROR KIT

Due to continual product development, descriptions and specifications are 
subject to change without prior notification and such details must not be 
used for contractual purposes.

Allen Vanguard is ISO 9001:2008 Registered.

www.allenvanguard.com
sales@allenvanguard.com 

International Sales US Sales Canada Sales 
+44(0)1684.851.100 1.866.747.3590 1.613.739.9646

Telescopic Search Kit - TSK1/00 
A convenient and highly effective search kit for ships, vehicles 
and buildings, supplied in a robust fitted storage case. The case 
provides protection to the mirrors when not in use - the period 
when mirrors are most vulnerable to damage. The kit contains one 
CEM/ILL telescopic mirror arm and five interchangeable mirrors. 

Interchangeable Mirrors

Each mirror is set in black polypropylene frames with  
screw fixing studs.

Mirror Size Type Weight

SMS 38mm (1.5”)dia. glass/plano 16g (0.56 oz)

SML 64mm (2.5”) dia. glass/plano 32g (1.12 oz)

SMR 64 x 114mm  
(2.5 x 4.5”) glass/plano 68g (2.4 oz)

SMC 140mm (5.5”) dia. acrylic/
convex 127g (4.48 oz)

SM5/SS 140mm (5.5”) dia. acrylic/plano 134g (4.7 oz)
 

 

 
Telescopic Mirror Arm - CEM/ILL

A modern, lightweight design, the 5-section 
telescopic arm features a non-slip rubberized 
handle, adjustable mirror head and LED light pod 
assembly. The light pod is environmentally tested to 
IP64 standard against dust and water spray ingress.

• Extended length: 1425mm (56.1”) 

• Closed length: 530mm (20.87”)

• Handle diameter: 36mm (1.42”)

• CEM/ILL weight: 510g (1.12lb)  
   (with light pod and batteries) 

• Battery Life: Nominal 7 hours (2 x AAA)
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SEARCH SOLUTIONS


